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We want you to be successful! 

Samuel Mannequins are available 
through ASET, www.aset.org/samhead, 
and Pivot Point, www.pivot-point.com. 
Other mannequins may be available at 
Beauty Supply stores.  

The score sheet is available on the 
ABRET website for 
practice, Measurement Assessment 

It may be possible to find some 
workshops on the 10/20 System at State 
and Regional society meetings.  

There are some YouTube® videos on the 
10/20 System available for viewing and 
ASET offers a free online course, EEG 
302, for checking measurements and 
electrode placement.

This is an exam 
where candidates have all of the answers 
ahead of time.   

The skill-based assessment will establish the 
ability of technologists to measure 
accurately prior to being awarded 
credentials.  

The expectations for safe and effective 
performance of this task are outlined in the 
2018 EEG Practice Analysis, Domain II, T-
1, and T-5. This will be an evaluation of 
10/20 measuring skills, not electrode 
placement.   

The candidate is expected to completely 
measure the “Sam” mannequin head 
according to the International 10-20 System 
of Electrode Placement within 30 
minutes, and obtain electrode placement 
measurement values with symmetry of 
homologous areas within 1 cm.  

Once passed, this pre-requisite assessment 
will satisfy the requirement for two years.   

“…obtain electrode 
placement 

measurement values 
with symmetry of 

homologous areas 
within 1 cm.” 

I don’t know how to measure 

Don’t worry. We are not surprised. Some 
people were never taught or work in a lab 
where estimating and visualizing is the 
norm.  

However, earning the R. EEG T. 
credential requires learning the proper 
procedures and best practices, which 
include measuring for accurate electrode 
placement.  

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aset.org%2Fsamhead&data=02%7C01%7C%7C31c416da832441facc8708d773717f95%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637104803616647007&sdata=8T45Q7eH5Rj1b3pcKyXkhIpPi5JidwaAV3KeXH5Q1Js%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pivot-point.com&data=02%7C01%7C%7C31c416da832441facc8708d773717f95%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637104803616657024&sdata=mjI4ZvTfHs%2Frzhx89%2BhXvMWIlt0p8FcxudycuK0GSfI%3D&reserved=0
https://www.abret.org/candidates/credentials/measurement-assessment/
http://www.aset.org/eeg302headmeasurement


• Always make your marks on the same side of
the tape measure.

• Move the tape measures as little as possible.

• Make sure all landmarks are on the same plane.

• Identify your landmarks with a different color, so
you know the difference between the inion and
Oz.

• If you routinely use calipers, gloves, rubber
bands, a comb, paper tape measure,
bring them with you.

• Get a Sam mannequin and practice!

• Remember to intersect your marks at F3, C3, P3,
F4, C4, P4, T7, and T8.

• Use a mentor who knows how to measure
properly, preferable an R. EEG T.!

• Once finished, stand behind the head and
visually evaluate.
- Are the midline marks straight?
- Are corresponding placements on the left and
right symmetrical?

ABRET provides washable markers, a retractable 
tape measure, hair clips, scratch paper, and 
alcohol wipes.   

Tips from examiners 
Don’t do this 

Don’t try to learn the 10/20 system the 
week before the exam. 

Don’t use many colors of markers on the 
head and confuse yourself. 

Don’t mark the inion too low. It should be 
on the same plane as your pre–
auricular points. 

Don’t use the inion mark to level occipital 
marks; use Oz 

Each 10/20 position should have an X 
where the electrode will be placed. 
Examiners will check measurements, from 
X to X. Following through all steps of the 
10/20 System of Measurement will result 
in an X for all positions. 

Use the ABRET MA Score Sheet for 
practice. Measure ‘interelectrode’ distances 
and record the measurement in cm, i.e., 
Fp1 – F7 = 5.6 cm.   

Subtract the smallest measurement from 
the largest measurement in each chain. 
The difference should be less than 1.1 cm. 

Anatomical accuracy will be assessed. This 
will be based on the landmarks identified by 
the candidate.  

The Assessment 

Practice 

• Practice is key! Measure everyone, family, friends, and patients!
• Practice and grade yourself, or have others grade you.
• Practice until your marks are consistently below 1.1 cm in each chain.
• Practice for months to perfect your technique before testing.
• As you practice, work toward decreasing the time it takes you to measure so you have time to recheck
and correct any errors.
ABRET encourages professional neurodiagnostic societies to conduct workshops on the 10/20 System.
We continue to consider additional ways to assist all technologists in meeting the goal of becoming
credentialed.
• ABRET does not endorse any particular YouTube® video for learning 10/20 head measurement.


